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#----------------------------------PLEASE NOTE--------------------------------#
#This file is the author s own work and represents their interpretation of the#
#song. You may only use this file for private study, scholarship, or research.#
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------#

Date: Sun, 26 Apr 1998 14:58:35 -0400
From: David Miles 
Subject: t/terrorvision/american_tv.crd

Group  : Terrorvision
Song   : American TV
Album  : Formaldehyde
Witten By : Tony Wright & The rest of group
Publisher : EMI Total Vegas Recordings.
>From   : Lewis Miles
Email  : 106154.3103@compuserve.com

Chords : Am   x|0|2|2|1|0
         Em   0|2|2|0|0|0
         G    3|5|5|4|3|3       -They use this G
         F#   2|4|4|3|2|2       -They use this F
         G5   3|5|5|x|x|x
         A#5  6|8|8|x|x|x
         F5   1|3|3|x|x|x
         G#5  4|6|6|x|x|x

Intro  :  Am Em G F#

Verse  :
               Am                      Em       
        He was born diseased with a twisted mind
        Am                    Em            
        His hands his feet his elbows tied
        Am                           Em                  G5     F#5   
        Sleeps in the day but in the night he cries
        
        The bastard son of a travelling man
        Concieved and born in a caravan
        Lives where he could and comes out when he can
  
Bridge :  G5           A#5
        e-x-x---x-x-x-x-x---  ------------------- 
                   B-x-x---x-x-x-x-x---  -------------------
        G-x-x---x-x-x-x-x---  ------4------------     All the way through 
        D-5-5---5-5-5-5-8---x3----3---0-----4----         the bridge



        A-5-5---5-5-5-5-8---  --0---------3---0--
        E-3-3---3-3-3-3-6---  ----------0--------

        Death of a rock star played by an actor
        Got to make a film cos he died in a fast car
        With lots of booze, drugs and sex
        Make him up a demi god invent all the rest
        Like character John s been trying it on
        To get his picture in the News
        He took a leap from his pad 
        Same place that his dad
        Choked on a video so blue

Chorus :
          F5      G#5 A#5     D#5                      
        e-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x--  -x--  -x-x--
        B-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x--  -x--  -x-x--
        g-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x--  -x--  -x-x--
        A-3-3-3-3-6-6-8-8--x3-13-x3-8-6--
        D-3-3-3-3-6-6-8-8--  -13-  -8-6--
        E-1-1-1-1-4-4-6-6--  -11-  -6-4--

        This is the land of the free, tuning into 6.15
        We ll always want but we ll never need (D#5) on American TV
        Searching for our liberty fight the fight to succeed
        Living out the American dream (D#5) on American TV

I hope that you enjoy the tab.!!!!!!

Lewis Miles from Basingstoke!!!!!!!!

Only the Best!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Southampton FC rule!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Thank you


